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9. To enliven you as a resplendent illuminatedbeing …you were given existence in 

the darkness …of the darkness… No! …as a random happening of memory in the 
universe, you achieved existence in the darkness [P7] …which enlivened you! …and, in 
that, matters changed! 

10. As a self-replicating enlivened being, you replicated an illuminatedbeing and a 
privilegedbeing to act in communion to illuminate your resplendence …and to affirm and 
substantiate you! 

11. Then, still under the influence of self-replicating, you as a privilegedbeing 
created a personalbeing and personal activities to act in communion to form you, to 
firmly ground you, to reveal you, and to affirm and substantiate you! 

12. As a personalbeing, you create an ego and a selfimage to authenticate and 
confirm you! 

13. You as a personalbeing have also created a communion of past·future lives and 
selves to affirm and substantiate yourself today in eternal awareness and realization. 

14. You as a personalbeing seek eternalness …while you as an eternalbeing seek 
personal expressions! 

15. If you understand this, then you realize that whatever you reveal yourself to be, 
in that, you are, at that moment, creating yourself to be that! …which affirms and 
substantiates you are that! …are you willing to show yourself in resplendent communion 
…and be eternally as you show·create yourself to be? 

16. In this, are you beginning to realize that everything that is true is certain and 
reliable …yet, it is also untrue? …and you can rely on that! 

17. As far as language is concerned, if you grow up from the top-down, you live in a 
topsy-turvy world! …are you willing to open your eyes and see how language has 
deceived you? …so you can live and experience yourself from the top-down? 

18. If so, remember, the universe will always be to you as you are to the universe! 
…therefore, in knowing yourself from the top-down, all of life will be top-down in 
acknowledgment and praise of you! 

19. In your personalbeing today, though you sense yourself as a resplendent 
illuminatedbeing, you have neglected and forgotten this top-down truth of yourself! 
…and you struggle endlessly to once again become who you already are! …and it is that 
bottom-up struggle alone that outpictures as problems, difficulties, and afflictions. 

20. In freeing yourself from bottom-up …you give up the ability to enliven and 
express your resplendence! …and in neglecting your top-down self …you lose the ability 
to understand your self and life in a broader, more meaningful and purposeful self and 
life [Book 6] …and sacrifice being eternal as you truly desire! 
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21. The communion of top-down·bottom-up is best expressed as …if that which is 

greater than is not also lesser than that which it is greater than …it is not greater than! 
As an illustration, …love and forgiveness, which seem like top-down actions and 
concepts actually confine you in bottom-up! Healing also traps you in bottom-up! 

22. The primary meaning and purpose and destination of your self and life today 
[Book 14, P10] is to resurrect your eternalself and re-create, moment by moment …and 
with every belief, thought, attitude, emotion, word, and action …and every experience, 
that eternalself as you truly desire to be and live eternally, …so as to awaken·create 
and enliven your resplendent illuminatedself! …for it is in this way that you are to show 
the ever-renewing universe [1A28] what it can truly be! …and give meaning and purpose 
to the universe! 

 
It’s time for you to live the communion of 

your bottom-up·top-down self and life again! 


